St Augustine’s
CE
Primary School

British Values Planning

British Values Week- Autumn Term
Day
Monday

Value
Democracy

Objective
Have a broad general knowledge of and respect
for public institutions and services in England

Tuesday

The Rule of Law

Be able to distinguish right from wrong and to
respect the civil and criminal law of England

Wednesday

Mutual Respect

Respect for other people

Thursday

Tolerance of other faiths and beliefs

Friday

Liberty

Know that other people having different faiths or
beliefs to oneself (or having none) should be
accepted and tolerated, and should not be the
cause of prejudicial or discriminatory behaviour
Develop self-knowledge, self-esteem and selfconfidence

Lessons
KS1: Exploring our Community
KS2: Healthcare: improving life
chances
KS1: Anna’s Monster Lies
KS2: Moral Values: When is
enough enough?
KS1: Diversity in Britain: Save our
Jack
KS2:Respect
KS1: Rio meets Callum
KS2:The Golden Rule: Multi Faith
Values
KS1: All about me
KS2: Bullying: Prepare to stand up
and stand out

British Values Week- Spring Term
Day
Monday

Value
Democracy

Tuesday

The Rule of Law

Wednesday

Mutual Respect

Thursday

Tolerance of other faiths and beliefs

Friday

Liberty

Objective
Understand how citizens can influence decision–
making through the democratic process
Appreciate that living under the rule of law
protects individual citizens and is essential for
their well-being and safety
Acquire an appreciation of and respect for their
own and other cultures
Understand that freedom to choose and hold
other faiths and beliefs is protected by law
Accept responsibility for my behaviour, show
initiative and understand how they can
contribute positively to the lives of those living
and working in the locality of school and to
society more widely

Lessons
KS1: Vote for Go-Givers
KS2: Democracy
KS1: Rules- You can’t do That
KS2: Rules
KS1: Africa
KS2: Diversity- Identities
KS1: All sorts of Families
KS2: Tricky Topics
KS1: Caring for our Community
KS2: Individual Liberty

British Values Week- Summer Term
Day
Monday

Value
Democracy

Tuesday

The Rule of Law

Wednesday

Mutual Respect

Thursday

Tolerance of other faiths and beliefs

Friday

Liberty

Objective
Respect democracy and support participation in
the democratic processes, including respect for
the basis on which the law is made and applied in
England
Understand that there is a separate of power
between the executive and the judiciary, and
while some public bodies such as the Police and
the army can be held to account through
parliament, others such as the courts maintain
independence

Lessons
KS1: Strong Societies
KS2: Mediation – Resolving
Conflict

Acquire an appreciation of and respect for their
own and other cultures
Understand the importance of identifying and
combatting discrimination
Accept responsibility for my behaviour, show
initiative and understand how they can
contribute positively to the lives of those living
and working in the locality of school and to
society more widely

KS1: What does this photo tell us?
KS2: Invaders and Settlers
KS1: Pete’s Parathletics
KS2: Equal Opportunities
KS1:Taking Responsibility
KS2: Rights and Responsibilities:
Freedom

KS1: Our Rules
KS2: Magna Carta

